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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is not known at present whether or not there are any designs with 
parameters (22, 33, 12, 8,4). For any smaller number of points the 
existence or nonexistence of a design is known. For this reason the 
existence or nonexistence of a (22, 33, 12, 8, 4) is a challenging problem. 
If methods can be devised to settle this particular problem, it is to be 
expected that they will have a wider impact. 
Hamada and Kobayashi Cl] have made a detailed study f the pattern of 
intersections of a block with the remaining 32 blocks. This is discussed in 
Section 2. They reduce potential patterns to 4. The third section contains 
some unusual results due to John van Rees, which eliminate two-block 
configurations in a way not at all obvious. The fourth section deals with 
the code of a design over F2 and shows that there must be at least 6 C5’s. 
Here a C, is a set of 5 columns in the incidence matrix in which every row 
has an even number of 1’s. The fifth section deals with the enumeration up 
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to isomorphism of all possible C,‘s. Initially there are 108 cases but most 
are easily rejected and 31 remain. The sixth section has a more detailed 
study of the 31 remaining cases and by various arguments all but 13 of 
these are excluded. 
The existence of a (22, 33, 12, 8,4) design is now reduced to a study of 
13 five column starts. It remains to be seen what attack will either eliminate 
these or lead to construction of a design. 
2. THE HAMADA-KOBAYASHI RESTRICTIONS ON BLOCK INTERSECTIONS 
For a design D (22, 33, 12, 8,4) the incidence A satisfies 
AA= = SZ,, + 4J,,. (2.1) 
The matrix S = ATA = [sti] has sij as the number of points in which blocks 
B, and B, intersect. Here for the intersection matrix S, 
S2=AT(AAT)A=AT(8Z+4J)A 
= 8s + 256J,, . 
(2.2) 
For a general design (v, b, r, 6, ,I) the projection matrix C is defined by 
C=r(r-l)Z+LkJ-rS. C satisfies 
C2 = r(r - l)C. 
In our case 
i 
32 
32 32 - 12s, 
C= . . . 
. . . 
32 
and it is convenient to work with 
c,=c/4= 
and as C2 = 96C, AC = 0, 
C;=24C, 
8 - 3.7, 
. . . 
and ACI=O 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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For B = AAT the all 1 vector e12 = (1 . . . . 1) is an eigenvector e,, B = 96ez2 
with eigenvalue 96. The remaining space of eigenvectors is 21-dimensional 
with eB = 8e with eigenvalue 8. Suppose that eB = eAAT = 8e. Put e* = eA 
then e*S = eAATA = 8eA = 8e* so that S has one eigenvalue 96, a space of 
dimension 24 of eigenvalues 8, and a space of dimension 11 of eigenvalues 
0. Similarly C’ has a space of dimension 11 of vectors with eigenvalue 24 
and of dimension 22 with eigenvalues 0. 
Hamada and Kobayashi [ 1 ] have made a careful study of the intersec- 
tion pattern of a given block with the remaining 32 blocks. Given a block 
Bo, let there be bi blocks, i = 0 ,..., 8 which intersect B, in i points. Then 
(1) b,+b,+b~+bx+bz,+b5+b6+b7+bs=32 
(2) b,+2b,+3b,+4b,+5b,+6b,+7b,+8bg=88 (2.5) 
(3) 6, + 36, + 6b4 + lobs + 15b6 + 21b, + 28bs = 84. 
The first counts the remaining 32 blocks. The second counts the remaining 
11 occurences of the 8 points. Since any pair of the 8 points occurs together 
3 more times we have the third equation. It follows that 
(4) 3b, + 6, + b, + 3b5 + 6b, + lob, + 15b, = 4. 
It now follows that b, = 6, = 6, = 0 and 
(5) 3b,+b,+b,+36,=4. 
This leads to 9 types of solutions 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Type b. b1 b2 b3 h 6, 
1 0 0 12 16 4 0 
2 0 1 9 19 3 0 
3 0 2 6 22 2 0 
4 1 0 6 24 1 0 
5 0 3 3 25 1 0 
6 0 0 11 19 1 1 
7 0 1 8 22 0 1 
8 0 4 0 28 0 0 
9 1 1 3 27 0 0 
(2.8) 
In Section 4 of their paper Hamada and Kobayashi show that types 
5, 6, 7, 8, 9 are impossible. For the proof of this the reader is referred to 
their paper. But a comment on their elimination of case 9 is worth making. 
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Given the block B, with 8 points. Say III, n &,I = 0. Then for the remaining 
7 points of B, not on Bz all further blocks containing these 7 points will be 
among the 30 remaining blocks. Let bi, i = O,..., 5 be the number of blocks 
intersecting B, in i of these 7 points. Then 
(1) b,+b,+b,+b,+6,+6,=30 
(2) b,+2b,+3b,+4bd+5b,=77 
(3) b2 + 3b, + 6b4 + lob, = 63. 
(2.9) 
Here (3.1 k(2.2) + (3) gives 
(4) 3b,+b,+b,+3b,= -1. (2.10) 
Clearly, this is a conflict as the bj are nonnegative integers. The same 
argument applies in Type 3 if the two blocks intersecting B, in a single 
point intersect B, in the same point. 
3. THE VAN REES RESTRICTIONS 
The following result has been communicated to me by John van Rees. 
THEOREM 3.1. The matrices 
cannot occur as submatrices of S. 
ProoJ Consider the completion of the 3 rows of S 
where c,, c2, c3, is each a vector of length 30. The matrix 
(3.1) 
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in S corresponds to 
8 5 5 
C,= i 5 8 -4 1 in Cr. 
5-4 8 
But here det C, = -216, a conflict since C: = 24C, and C, corresponds to 
a positive semidefinite quadratic form and no principal minor can have a 
negative determinant. Let ci = (ci,, ci2, . . . . ci3,,). Then from Sz = 8s + 2565 
(b,, bi) = 320 i= 1,2, 3 (!I,, b2) = 264 (b,, 6,) = 264 (b2, b3) = 280. Hence 
(c,, cl) = 254 (c,, c2) = 246 (c3, c3)= 246 (c,, cJ = 245, (c,, c3) = 245, 
(c,, c,)=231. Define y=(y,, . . . . y,,)=c,-c,. Since there is no minor 
[ 81 4 81 4 81  
we cannot have any yj = f3 and so yi = 0, f 1, + 2. 
fl yi=,zl Cli-iEl C,i=86-84~2. 
Also(y,y)=(c,-c,,c,-c,)=254+246-490=10.HenceapartfromO’s 
the y’s are one of 
2, 2, -1, -1 
2, -2, 1, 1 
2, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1 
-2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1 
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1. 
(3.2) 
We note that if m is the number of +2’s among the y’s, then 
C y,=m-4. (3.3) 
YI < 0 
Now consider the inner product (y, c3 - 3). Now further take as 
(y,c,-3)=14-6=8: 
~~~oYi(c,i-3)+y~oY,(c,i-2)= + C Yi+g=m+4. (3.4) 
Yr -=z 0 
Since the right-hand side is at least 4, there must be positive terms on the 
left 
Yj20, yi(CJj-3)>0 onlyifc,i=4and y,=l or2 
Yi<O, Yi(c3i-2)>o onlyifcJi= 1 and yi= -1 or -2. 
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Considering the various possibilities, at least 4 of the c3i must be 1 or 4. 
But this is a conflict since then the row b, would have at least 5 l’s and 4’s, 
an impossibility. Now consider 
[g 4 a ,:]=[;:]. (3.5) 
Here (b,, b,) = (b2, b2) = (b,, b3) = 320, (b,, b2) = 264, (b,, b,) = 272, 
(b,, 6,) = 288. Hence (c,, cr) = 251 (cz, c2) = 239 (c,, c3) = 236 (cl, c2) = 
240, (c,,c,)=236 (c,,c,)=222. As before put y=(y,,..., y30)=c1-c2= 
(Cl, - c21, ..*? c930 - c230): 
jE, Yjzig, Clidjf, c2;=85-83=2. 
Also (y, Y) = (cl - ~2, cl - c2) = 251 + 239 - 480 = 10. Since 
is impossible we cannot have : or : in 1. Hence y,=O, +l, +2 and the 
nonzero y’s are as in (3.2) and again with m the number of +2’s in the y’s: 
1 y,=m-4. 
y, < 0 
Again (y,c,)=(c,-c,,c,)=14and (y,c,-3)=14-6=8.Hence, 
,zo Yi(C3<-3)fi~o Yi(C3i-2)= 1 Yi+8=m+4. (3.6) 
y, -=z 0
The right-hand side is at least 4. Positive terms on the left are yi = 1, 2, 
c3i = 4, yi= -1, -2~~~ = 1, or 0. If c3i= 0, yi= -2, this contributes 4 on 
the left. But then m b 1 and there must be a further cJi = 1 or 4 making b, 
conflict with type 4. Otherwise b, has at least 5 l’s or 4’s, a conflict. 
Incidentally these results greatly simphfy the proof that Type 5 cannot 
arise. 
LEMMA. In an intersection minor 
at least one of a, b, c is 3 or 4. 
(3.7) 
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Proof: Let the block Bi, contain points 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8. Then each of 
the blocks Bz, B,, B, contains 7 of the remaining 14 points 9, lo,..., 22. If 
B, and B, have at most 2 of these in common, there remain at most 2 
further points. Then B, will have at least 5 points in common with those of 
B, and B,, so that at least one of these intersections is at least 3. But then 
in (3.6) there will be a minor 
As both of these are impossible, Type 5 cannot arise. 
4. THE CODE OVER Fz 
The code C of a D (22,33, 12,8,4) over F, = GF(2) is the subspace of 
F:3 spanned by the rows of the incidence matrix A. In A every column has 
8 l’s and every row has 12 1’s. As 1=4 any two rows are both l’s in 
exactly 4 columns. It follows that every codeword has weight a multiple of 
4 and C is self-orthogonal. By definition the orthogonal dual code C’ 
consists of vectors y orthogonal to all of C, 
CL= {yJ (x, y)=OVxd}. (4.1) 
Here the inner product (x, y) = xi y, + x2 yz + . . . + x33 y,,. Here Cc C’ 
and C’ contains the vector of all l’s, since every word in C has even 
weight. Here dim C + dim CL = 33 and as Cl contains C and the all 1 
vectors, dim C< 16. 
There is no word of weight 32 in C, as in the remaining column there are 
8 l’s, and for one of these rows the 12 l’s have 11 in common with the 32, 
although words in C must have an even intersection. Hence the weight dis- 
tribution of C is A,,, Ad, As ,..., AzO, Az4, A2s, where there are Ai words of 
weight i. The weight enumerator Wc(x, y) is given by 
W,(x, y) = AoX33 + AqX29y4 + A,X25y8 + . . . + A28X5y28. (4.2) 
If co, c, )...) C,, is the weight distribution of CL then the celebrated 
identity of Jessie MacWilliams gives 
1 
~~(x,Y)=/cJw,(x+y,x-~). (4.3) 
Here ICI = 2” is the number of words in C, of dimension s. Thus (4.3) 
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expresses each 2’C, as a polynonmal in the A’s. Here is the full table of 
these coefficients, and since C,, = 1, C,,-i = Ci and we list only i= 0, . . . . 16 
CO 
c, 
c2 
c3 
c4 
c5 
C6 
C, 
cn 
G 
Cl0 
C*1 
Cl2 
Cl3 
CM 
Cl5 
cl6 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
33 25 17 9 1 -7 -15 -23 
528 296 128 24 -16 8 96 248 
5,456 2,200 544 -24 -16 56 -320 -1,656 
40,920 11,456 1,320 -240 120 -160 456 7,600 
237,336 44,080 1,224 -288 120 -112 552 -25,024 
1,107,568 128,296 -2,912 728 -560 904 -3,584 59,192 
4,272,048 281,880 -11,968 2,088 -560 -456 5,472 -94,392 
13,884,156 447,876 -15,604 -108 1,820 -2,652 1,836 71,604 
38,567,100 429,780 5,100 6,140 1,820 3,380 -18,868 89,700 
92,561,040 45,240 47,680 -5,256 4,368 4,264 23,712 -385,320 
193,536,720 -1,040,520 62,560 9,096 4,368 -10,088 8,832 609,960 
354,817,320 -2,081,040 -2.760 16,896 8,008 -2,288 -56,488 -430,560 
573,166,400 -2,241,120 -109,480 -3,969 8,008 18,304 50,232 -270,480 
818,809,200 -880,440 -128,800 -27,720 -11,440 -5,720 30,912 1,090,200 
1,037,158,320 1,520,760 0 -11,704 -11,440 -21,736 -97,888 -1,311,OOO 
1,166,803,110 3,421,710 152,950 26,334 12,870 16,302 55,062 589,950 
(4.4) 
Clearly C, = 1. Also Cr = 0 since no block is empty and Cz = 0 since no 
two blocks are identical. These relations yield 
2”= 1 +Aq+A,+A1*+A,6+A20+A24+A** 
O=33+25A,+17A,+9A,2+A16-7Az,-15A24-23Azs (4.7) 
0 = 528 + 296A4 + 128A8 + 24A12 - 16A,6 + 8Azo + 96Az4 + 248Azs. 
Solving these for A 12, A,6, AZ0 we get 
A,,=13.2”-6-10-6A4-3A8-A,,-3A,, 
A,, = 30.2”-‘j + 15 + 8A4 + 3A, + 3Az4 + 8Azs (4.8) 
Using (4.8) we get the following expressions for C4 and Cs 
2”p9C4= -45.2s-9+90+28A,+5A,+3A,,+20A,, 
2”p9Cs= -39.2”-9+474+92A,+5A8+3A,,-44Azs. 
(4.9) 
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It now follows that 
2”-9C5=2S-9Cq’+6.2S-9+384+64A4-64Azs. (4.10) 
Now if A,,Z6, then Cg= C,,pA,,a6. But if A,,<6 then from (4.10), 
2”- 9Cs 2 6.2”-9 and C5 > 6. In either event, C, 2 6. Since Cs is positive, 
there will be 5 columns of the incidence matrix A such that every row has 
an even number of l’s in these 5 columns. Up to isomorphism there are 108 
ways of constructing 5 columns with this property. If a design exists its 
incidence matrix must contain at least one of these. These will be the sub- 
ject of the next section. 
5. THE 108 CASES OF 5 BLOCKS IN A C, 
All possible ways of finding 5 columns of length 22, each column con- 
taining 8 l’s and each row with 0,2, or 4 l’s were found. There were 108 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
6 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
case 1 
11 
11 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
11 
11 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
11 
11 
1 1 
1 1 
11 
11 
- 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
case 2 
1 1 
11 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
11 
11 
11 
11 
TABLE I 
- 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
6 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
16 
19 
20 
21 
22 
case 10 
11 
11 
11 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
11 
11 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
11 
11 
1 1 
1 1 
11 
11 
11 
- 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
6 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
16 
19 
20 
21 
22 
case 69 
1111 
111 1 
11 
11 
11 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
11 
1 1 
1 1 
11 
11 
- 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1.5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
case 108 
1111 
111 1 
11 11 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
11 
11 
1 .l 
1 1 
1 1 
11 
1 1 
11 
11 
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cases. Table I lists of the cases: Cases 1, 2, 10, 89, and 108. For each of 
these say Ai, the block itersection matrix ATA, is 
1 
82222 
28222 
22822 
22282 
22228 
89 108 
83432 
38432 
44813 
33183 
22338 
(5.2) 
LEMMA. In the 33 rows of S which have a C5 for its first five columns any 
further column 
a 
b iI C d e 
will have a+b+c+d+e even. 
Proof: A further block B will correspond to a column of the incidence 
matrix beyond the first 5 columns. A 1 in this column will be in a row in 
which the first 5 have 0, 2, or 4 and so will contribute 0,2, or 4 to the sum 
a + b + c + d + e. Hence this sum must be even. 
In many of the 108 cases the principal minor of C1 corresponding to the 
5 by 5S matrix of the five columns will have a negative determinant. This 
eliminates the case. For example, Case 6, 
Case 6 1:jiii] inS [j-i-!-i-i] inC,. (5.3) 
Here the determinant of the, C, matrix is - 3888. This excludes Case 6. 
The presence of a 0 in the S matrix often leads to a negative determinant 
in a C, minor. Consider 
8 0 a 
[ I 
8 8 x 
0 8 b in S, x=8-3a det 8 8 y = -8(x-y)‘. 
[ I 
(5.4) 
a b 8 y=8-3b XY~ 
Here -8(x-y)‘>,O only if x= y and a=b,. 
2 
83320 
38023 I 1 30823 22282 03328 
10 35 36 
‘83221 
38113 : 84312 48132 48222 21831 31842 22842 21383 13482 22482 ,l 3 1 3 8_ 22228 I[ 84222 22228 1 
65 73 87 94 
84332 
48332 I 1 33842 33482 22228 
100 
84433 
48442 I 1 44813 34184 32348 
101 102 105 
jjiii] ijis] Iijjii] 
FIG. 1. Zero determinant; (5.5). 
1 38 
82222 
28222 
22822 
22282 
22228 1 
83322 
38232 
32832 
23382 
22228 
78 80 
82343 
E;:; 
43281 
33318- 
84233 
48431 
24824 
33282 
31428 1 
89 90 
84332 
48431 
34814 
33183 
21438 
107 108 
EZ 
44813 
44183 
33338 1 
83443 
38434 
44822 
43283 
34238 1 
FIG. 2. Positive determinant; (5.6). 
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52 
81333 
18333 
33831 
33381 
33118 
81 
91 
ix 
44822 
32283 
23238 1 
55 
‘8 2 2 3 3 
28332 I 1 23832 33381 32218 
82 
103 
84442 
48334 1 1 43823 43283 24338 
167 
64 
84422 
48242 I 1 42842 24482 22228 
99 
8 4.4 4 2 
48424 ! 1 44822 42284 24248 
74 
83333 
38333 
33833 
33381 
33318 1 
88 
83342 
;:;l;; 
42282 
23328 1 
104 
84432 
48343 i 1 E;i 23338 
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Like Case 6 most of the 108 cases correspond to C matrices of negative 
determinant and so are immediately eliminated. Thirty-one cases remain, 
14 with zero determinant (Fig. 1) and 17 with positivedeterminant Fig. 2. 
If to our 5 by 5 matrix we adjoin another column (a, b, c, d, e)T we 
obtain a 6 by 6 matrix. As a minor of Ci it will have the shape 
(5.7) 
Here det M is a quadratic form in x, y, z, w, t with a constant term 8d, 
where d is the determinant of the 5 by 5 Ci minor. Here det M> 0 is 
necessary. The quadratic forms are listed in Figs 3 and 4. 
6. ELIMINATION OF CASES 
Let us begin with the cases of determinant zero. In Case 2 the last two 
rows are zero on the first 5 columns. Each row will have 12 l’s and the two 
rows will both be l’s in exactly 4 columns. This will leave 8 more columns 
in which the last two rows are both zeros. Each of the 8 l’s in such a 
column will add 2 to the sum a + b + c + d + e for a column (a, b, c, d, e). 
These columns have sum 16. A column of weight 16 contains at least one 4. 
Rows with 0 intersection, namely rows 1 and 5 and 2 and 3 will have their 
4’s in the same column. Hence the remaining 28 columns contribute at least 
8 + 2 = 10 4’s. But rows 1,2,3, and 5 can have at most one and row 4 at 
most 4 4’s. As 10 > 4 + 4 = 8 this is a conflict and Case 2 is excluded. 
For Case 10 in the Ci minor a column (x, y, z, w, t) must satisfy - 1728 
(~+y-w--)~~O,hencex+y=w+t.FortheScolumn(a,b,c,d,e)it 
follows that a + b = d + e. But then a + b + c + d + e is even, necessarily also 
c is even. But no row has 28 even entries. This excludes Case 10 . A similar 
argument excludes cases 25, 36, 87, and 94. In addition, in Case 10 the 
principal minor on rows 2, 3, and 4 is 
[ 8, 1 8, 1, 3 81  , 
3, 
excluded by van Rees. 
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In Case 73 the last two rows will be z in 6 places and : in 22 places. 
Hence the sum of the first three rows is even throughout. Systematic trials 
showed this to be impossible and Case 73 is excluded: 
8, 4, 4 
Given a minor 4, 8, 4 [ 1 in S, 4 4 8 
the corresponding bordering in C, is 
r I 8, -4, -2, x 1 -4 M= 8-4 y ’ -4 -4 8 z
x y 2 8 
1 
Here det M= -48(x+ y-t~)~. With -48(x+ y+z)‘>O we must have 
x+y+z=O. With x=8-3a, y=8-36, z=8-3c, this yields a+b+c=8 
in 
In case these are 3 rows of our initial 5 by 5, the sum of the other 2 must 
be even throughout. 
In Case 99 the two remaining rows are 4 and 5: 
4 - 42284 
5 - 24248. (6.1) 
If row 4 is type 1 then row 5 is also type 1 as each will have 16 odd entries: 
D B C 
4-42284 44 2” 316 (6.2) 
5 - 24248 316 
Here the inner product (4,5) will be 228 + 2B + 40, where B and D are the 
sums of the corresponding entries in row 5. Here B+ D = 28 and we will 
have one of 
44 2’O 4 4 2 29 44 22 28 
44 21° 4 2 4 29 
or 
22 44 26 
582a/47/2-2 
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Here D = 8,6,4+ D= 20,22,24, 2B+4D= 72,68, or 64 and the inner 
product is 300,296, or 292, whereas from S* = 89 + 2563 it should be 288. 
Exclude this possibility. 
Now suppose that 4 is of Type 2: 
A D B C 
4 - 42284 1 4 2’ 3r9 
5 - 24248 
(6.3) 
Here we have one of 
1 3r9 13 318 
1 319 31 3r* (6.4) 
and one of 
4 2’ 4 2 26 
4 27 2 4 26 (6.5) 
Here the inner product of 4 and 5 is one of 84 + (172 or 168) + (44 or 
40) 2 292 and is not 288 as required. Exclude this possibility. Finally, row 4 
may be of type 3: 
A B c 
4-42284 1 1 2222 3** (6.6) 
5 - 24248 2222 
and we have one of 
1 1 3** 1 13 34 1 1 3 3 3*O 
1 1 3** 13 1 34 3 3 1 1 3*O (6.7) 
Hence the inner product of rows 4 and 5 is 100 + (200,196,196) > 292 and 
is not 288 as required. This possibility is excluded. Thus Case 99 is 
eliminated. In Case 100, 
4 - 34184 
5 - 32348. (6.8) 
Here rows 4 and 5 may both the type 2 or row 4 is type 3 and row 5 of 
type 3 or 4. 
Here we have for type 2, 
4 - 34184 4 222222222 318 
5- 32348 13” 
(6.9) 
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and one of 
4 2 28 4 2 2 2’ 
4 4 28 2 4 4 2’ (6.10) 
Here the inner product of 4 and 5 is 84 + 156 + (56,52) 2 92 and not 228 
as required. Exclude this possibility with row 4 of type 3 
4-341841 222222 32’ 
5 - 32348. 
with row of type 3 we have 
222222 
222224 and 
1 3320 133319 
1 1320 Or 311319 
and the inner product is 
84+28+(184, 180)2292 
and no 288 as required. 
With row 5 of type 4 we have 
222222 1 32L 
022222 3 32’ 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
and the inner product is 84 + 20 + 192 = 296 and not 288 as required. Now 
Case 100 is excluded. 
In exactly the same way Cases 101, 102, and 105 are excluded; thus of 
cases with determinant zero, only Cases 64 and 65 remain. 
For positive determinants, two cases are easily excluded. The principal 
minor in Case 52 on rows 3, 4, and 5 is 
[ 38, 1 8, 3 8 1  , 
1, 
the first case excluded by van Rees. In Case 90 the principal minor is rows 
1, 2, 5 is 
1 4 28 4 81 2 81  , 
the second case excluded by van Rees. 
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By the bordering technique for Case 103 we find that there are no further 
columns of weight 8, 10, or 18. Suppose there are b of weight 12, c of 
weight 14, and d of weight 16. Then 
b+c+d=28 
12b+ 14c+ 16d=376. 
(6.14) 
The first of these counts the remaining 28 columns. The second counts the 
sum of all entries. Here we have 74+74+76+ 76+76= 376 counting 
entries by rows. For a given column (r, s, t, u, u) the sum of the 10 products 
rs+rt+ ... + uu is the contribution of this column to the 10 inner 
products of the rows. From the matrix the total of the inner products will 
be 10.256 + 32.8 = 2816. The contribution of the first 5 columns is 816. 
The sum of the remaining column must be 2000. For a given weight the 
following are the maximum products sum 
8 - (2, 2, 2, 1, 1) - 25 
lo- (2,2,2,2,2) - 40 
12 - (2,2,2, 3, 3) - 57 
14 (2, 3, 3, 3, 3)- 78 
(6.15) 
16 (4,3,3,3,3) - 102 
18 (4, 4, 4, 3, 3)- 129. 
Any reduction from this maximum counts the number of l’s or 4’s added, 
with a 0 counted as 3. Thus for weight 12, (2,2,2,2,4) has product sum 
56, (1, 1,2,4,4) has product sum 53, and (0,2,3, 3,4) has product sum 53. 
In the 5 by 5 for Case 103 there are 8 4’s and we need exactly 12 more l’s 
or 4’s (counting a 0 as 3) in the remaining columns . We say we have a 
deficiency 12: 
max = 576 + 78~ + 102d. (6.16) 
From (6.13) we find 2c + 4d = 40. Hence 
57b + 78~ + 99d = 2016. (6.17) 
Since the total products are 2000 we have a deficiency of at least 16. But 
8 + 16 = 24 > 20 and this a conflict.. This eliminates Case 103. 
In Case 104 there are no 8’s, lo’s, or 18’s. Here with b 12’s, c 14’s, and d 
16’s then 
b+c+d=28 
126 + 14c + 16d= 376. 
(6.18) 
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Here the total inner products are 10.256 + 8.32 = 2816 and the 5 by 5 con- 
tributes 818 to the products whence 1998 is the total of remaining products. 
From (6.16) we have 
576 + 78~ + 99d= 2016. (6.19) 
Hence the deficiency is at least 18. But 6 + 18 = 24 > 20, a conflict. This 
excludes Case 104. 
In Case 107 there are no 8’s, lo’s, or 18’s. Again we have 
b+c+d=28 
126+ 14c+ 16d=376. 
(6.20) 
Total inner products for Case 107 are 10.256 + 3208 = 2816. The 5 x 5 con- 
tributes 814 to the products and so 2802 will be the sum of the remaining 
products from (6.18). We have 
576 + 78~ + 99d= 1016, (6.21) 
with a deficiency of 14. But 14 + 10 = 24 > 20 a conflict and Case 107 is 
excluded. 
Case 108 has no 8’s, ap’s, or 18’s and, as before, 
b+c+d=28 
12b + 14~ + 16d= 376. 
(6.22) 
The total inner products are 2816. Within the 5 by 5 the products total 816 
leaving 200 for the remaining sum of products. From (4.20) we have 
576 + 78c + 99d = 2016 
with a deficiency of at least 16. As 16 + 8 = 24 > 20 this is a conflict and 
Case 108 is eliminated. 
We have eliminated 6 of the 17 positive determinant cases. Together with 
64, 65 of zero determinant, there remain 13 cases as yet undecided. Their 
numbers are 
I, 38, 55, 64, 65, 74, 78, 80, 81, 82, 88, 89, 91. 
Hence if a design exists it will have at least one of these 13 starting cases. 
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